
Players start in one corner, start drill again in the opposite corner.  
1) Skate Forward hard to far cone - gain speed and crossover around
cone (No tight Turn!) Repeat for all 3 cones - Repeat 2 times
2) Skate forward with Puck - Repeat 2 times 
3) Pivot to backward at each line - Repeat 2 times
4) U9 - Jumps at lines, down/up on tummies
5) U11- U18 Only - Skate Backwards
6) U13-U18 Only - Skate Backwards With Puck and Give and Gos
 

Key Points
- Encourage and be positive with all players.  Engage them and have
Fun.  
- Wide Crossovers and Speed
- Open ice Skating with Puck
- Pivoting
- Backwards Skating
 

Drill will run out of both ends of the ice.
Have the players skate throught without a puck �rst then move with a
puck.
Puck control weave through pylons with a shot on net. - Shoot to
Score! 
Next skater starts when the rstplayer is around cone1.
U11 Progression: Have players pivot to backwards & forwards at the
�rst 2 cones then skate forward through the rest of them. 
Full 360 Tight Turns around �rts two cones. 

Key Points
- Knees bent, Head up!!
- Lead with the inside skate and turn with your shoulders and head
- Puck in front but protected while going around cones

Compete Drill - Same drill happens at both ends of ice.  
Split players in both corners.
One corner with pucks, one corner WITHOUT pucks 
SWITCH corners after 5 min.

On  whistle players from each corner does tight turn around �rst
pylon - FULL STOP & DROP TO ONE KNEE. Repeat 

Key Points
- Stopping effenciency - two feet, protect puck. acceleration out of
stop.
- Crossovers
- Shot strength, selection

2022 GHC Evaluations U9 & U11 - Skate #3
Duration: 60 mins

Warm Up Wheel 10 mins

GHC Evaluation Skating and Puck Control Weave 12 mins

GHC Evaluation Tight Turn Stop & Change Direction 12 mins

)



Drill is done at both ends of the ice.  Use bumpers to divide ice.
Coaches split players into 4 groups of players.  
Place 2 pylons near top of circle about 2-3 foot apart
Coach dumps puck in each corner, and 2 players race to puck, player
that gets puck �rst tries to skate it though pylons, player without puck
tries to protect the gate. If puck gets turned over, change roles
 
 

Key Points
- Quick Feet
- Good puck protection
- Defence Stay of Defensive side
- Good Stick - Stick on puck
- Compete

Same drill both ends.  
Encourage players to: share the puck, get open, communicate, "shoot
to score", hustle
On ice coach has discretion so try to split groups and change pairing so
like skilled are together and they also play with different groups.
U9 - 3v3, 2v2 - One pass before a shot on goal!
U11 2v2, 3v3,3 v2, 4v3 - Odd man games as well be sure everyone gets
a chance to play in all scenerios - start 2v2, 3v3, 3v2, 4v3

Key Points
- Get open, share puck, take puck to net and Shoot!
 
 
 
U9 - 2vs2, 3vs3 - Hockey IQ, defensive awareness, battle/compete
 

GHC Evaluation Protect the Gate 1v1 10 mins

U9 and U11 Evaluations - SAG 2022 15 mins

Bring in players and let them know their last session will be U9 Half Ice and U11 Full Ice Game - Pump
them up! 0 mins


